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Abstract. Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia 

that can lead to a neurological brain disorder that causes progressive memory 

loss as a result of damaging the brain cells and the ability to perform daily ac-

tivities. This disease is one of  kind and fatal. Early detection of AD because of 

its progressive threat and patients all around the world. The early detection is 

promising as it can help to predetermine the condition of lot of patients they 

might face in the future. So, by examining the consequences of the disease, us-

ing MRI images we can get the help of Artificial intelligence (AI) technology to 

classify the AD patients if they have or may not have the deadly disease in fu-

ture. In recent years, AI-based Machine Learning (ML) techniques are very use-

ful for the diagnosis of AD. In this paper, we have applied different machine 

learning techniques such as Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random forest 

classifier, Support Vector Machine and AdaBoost for the earlier diagnosis and 

classification of Alzheimer ‘s disease using Open Access Series of Imaging 

Studies (OASIS) dataset, in which a significant performance and result gained 

on classification with Random Forest classifier. 

Keywords: Alzheimer’s Disease, Machine Learning, SVM, Logistic Regres-
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1 Introduction 

Alzheimer Disease (AD) is a type and the most common form of dementia that can 

leads to neurological or brain disorder that causes cognitive deterioration and progres-

sive memory loss as a result of brain cells death. Normally the symptoms and signs in 

AD cases develop very slowly and get terrible enough that involve affecting in their 

daily routine life [1]. Even though the main cause of AD is not only problem with old 

age but as well as in its early stages, the loss of the memory is mild, and their skills 

ability are dramatically changed [2]. The possible effective treatment of this disease is 

early diagnosis. Especially at an initial stage of AD diagnosis is a challenging task. It 

has been estimated that 1 out of 85 people around the world can affect with AD dis-

ease by the year 2050 [3]. Those are in the final stage of this disease are bed-bound 

which also require care around-the-clock. 
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Previous studies showed that in the most patients of AD the language function is 

lost. So, for early diagnosis of Alzheimer usually a neuropsychological examination is 

used. And the researchers believe and stated that the key for preventing from the dis-

ease is the early detection of AD [4]. The Symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease vary 

among individuals. 

 

1.1 Common and initial symptom which are gradually worsening are [5] 

• Memory loss that affect daily life 

• Difficulty in completing familiar tasks 

• Confusion with place or time 

• Trouble in understanding of visual image and spatial relationships 

• New problems and troubles with words in writing or speaking  

• Misplacing in things and losing the capability to retrace steps 

Diagnosing of AD requires careful and a complete medical evaluation. the psycho-

logical cognitive test accuracy is completely depends on the capability and experience 

of the clinician. Make use of this test with huge number of AD patients will make the 

use of more effort, money, and time. So, it is important to build or develop Artificial 

Intelligence-based automatic detection model for classification of the disease [6].  

Medical specialists are responsible in analyzing the interpreted of medical data, this 

technique is quite hard and limited for a medical specialist to interpret the images due 

to image subjectivity and complexity. So, in other areas of the real-world application 

the usage of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) algorithms has 

shown promising and accurate in providing output for medical data [7]. With the 

speedy growth of AI-based approaches machine learning algorithms are capable of 

classification, feature extraction and will also assist in the accurate diagnosing of AD 

patients with less amount of time using images such as MRI, PET[8]. 

The aimed of this paper is to train an automated model based on the combination 

of ML algorithms includes Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest, Logistic 

Regression for AD subjects. The classification is based on Open Access Series of 

Imaging Studies (OASIS) library of MRI patient scans. In this paper, the first section 

includes the experimental data, method and the algorithms used for classification of 

AD in the second section, then followed with next section results and discussion, and 

the last section is the conclusion part. 

 

2 Experimental Data 

The data is from OASIS dataset MRI scans obtained from https://www.oasis-

brains.org. OASIS is a project which is aimed at making and providing neuroimaging 

datasets of the brain available freely to the scientific researchers [9]. By collecting 

and distributing neuroimaging datasets freely, we hope to facilitate and help future 

discoveries and clinical neuroscience like other initiatives for example Alzheimer’s 

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). In this study, we have describe T1-
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weighted MRI data from OASIS with and without AD subjects from older adults. In 

this MRI scans images dataset, we have taken a longitudinal collection of 150 in-

dividuals aged from 60 to 96 years. 

Fig 1. Count of subject ID by group and gender (F=Female, M=Male) 

3 Method and MRI Classifiers  

In this work, we have implemented different machine learning models such as Lo-

gistic regression, Decision tree, Random forest classifier, Support vector machine and 

AdaBoost for the classification of Alzheimer’s disease using Anaconda for Python 

and TensorFlow with 8 GB RAM and Graphics Intel HD 6000 1536 MB. 5-fold 

cross-validation is used due to the small dataset. 

 

3.1 Support Vector Machine Classifier 

A support vector machine is a type of supervised learning method that is used for the 

classification and the regression problem. Prediction of Disease the most popular 

binary classification algorithm SVM is used for the structural MRI scan images. SVM 

is machine learning derived classifiers which is used for the mapping a vector of pre-

dictors into a higher dimensional plane by either using two different linear and non-

linear kernel functions. The binary classification problem these two- dimensional 

objects which belong to two classes (+1,-1) that are simple to find out the line that can 

separate them perfectly in a higher dimension hyperplane according to structural risk 

minimization principle [10]. The objective of SVM is to build a discriminating func-

tion that use training data which will classify new examples (m, n). When there is no 

training data possible for linear separation then support vector machines can work 

efficiently in combination with kernel models using the kernel trick. So, that hyper-

plane can defining the SVMs communicate to a nonlinear decision boundary. Only 

this way the decision function can communicate in terms of the support vectors: 

 

𝑓(𝑚) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 (∑𝑎𝑖 𝑦𝑖𝐾(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑥) + 𝑤0) 
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Where K is a kernel function and si is the support vectors and αi is a weight con-

stant that is derived from the support vector machine [11]. 

 

3.2 Decision Tree Classifier 

Decision tree classifier is a type of supervised machine learning that splits the dataset 

based on certain parameter that maximizes the separation of data and gives the result 

in the form of a tree-like structure [12]. Decision tree algorithm is used for classifica-

tion and regression problem and the algorithm creates a binary tree and each node has 

two edges for finding the best categorical and numeric feature to split by using suita-

ble impurity criterion. For decision tree classification, use Gini and Entropy impurity. 

In Gini impurity. 

∑𝑓𝑖(1 − 𝑓𝑖)

𝐶

𝑖=1

 

 

Where n is the number of unique labels and fi is the frequency of label x at a node. 

In Entropy, fi is the frequency of label x at a node and n is the number of unique la-

bels. 

∑ −𝑓𝑖log(𝑓𝑖)
𝐶

𝑖=1
 

 

3.3 Logistic Regression Classifier 

Logistic regression is a type of machine learning which comes under the supervised 

learning technique. This technique is a predictive analysis and used in a way to de-

scribe data and explain the relationship between a dependent binary variable and one 

or more ordinal, or nominal variables [13]. The outcome is measured with a dichoto-

mous variable [14]. 

 

p = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + odds =
p

1
− p 

log 𝑖𝑡(𝑝) = ln (
𝑝

1
− 𝑝) 

 

 

3.4 Random Forest Classifier 

Random forest is an ensemble learning method used for the classification. which cre-

ates a set of decision trees together. A decision tree is the most important element in a 

random forest classifier which is based on bagging which is a sampling method and 

the same samples are using again and it will be put back into the dataset [15]. Suppose 

there is a dataset with n samples and if m decision tree is needed for that then m data 

sets for bagging will be built for training. For the decision tree, each node will be 

represented by the features used for the classification. 
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3.5 Adaptive Boosting Classifier 

The Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) is a classifier that is based on the enhancement 

methods and boosting methods increase the accuracy of weak classifiers by taking the 

repeated iteration. Aims of every iteration are to be decreasing the classified data and 

increasing the weight of missorted data [16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Workflow diagram 
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4 Results 

For classification of Alzheimer’s disease using machine learning models on OSIAS 

dataset the current performance of our models using Logistic Regression with the 

accuracy rate of 78%, 81% form SVM, Decision tree and 86% from Random Forest 

and Adaptive Boosting classifier. 

Table 1. Performance metrics for each model. 

SN Model Accuracy Recall AUC 

1 Logistic Regression(w/imputation) 0.789474 0.75 0.791667 

2 Logistic Regression(w/dropping) 0.750000 0.70 0.700000 

3 SVM 0.815789 0.70 0.822222 

4 Decision Tree 0.815789 0.65 0.825000 

5 Random Forest 0.868421 0.80 0.872222 

Fig. 3. a) Gender and Demented rate (Male=0, Female=1),  b) SEES and EDUC 

 
Fig 4. Bar chart of Atlas Scaling Factor ( ASF) (Nondemented=0, demented= 1) 
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Fig 5. Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 

 

 

Fig 6. Estimated Total Intracranial Volume (eTIV) 

 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The recent developments in the course of biomedical engineering the analysis of med-

ical images become one of the major research areas. Application of ML in analyzing 

of medical images is one of the reasons for this development [17]. In the last years 

classification using ML has been highly used and the most important AI-based devel-

opment for automatic diagnosis of disease in its early stage to satisfy clinicians prima-

ry goals and needs [18]. An automated detection and classification framework for 

Alzheimer’s disease using medical images is very crucial for the early detection of the 

AD patients.  

In this study, we have proposed different ML algorithms for classification of AD 

patients using T1-weighted MRI data from OASIS dataset using different models 

such as Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random Forest classifier, SVM, and 

AdaBoost. Out of all these models, a significant result achieved when dealing with 

Random Forest and Adaptive boosting classifier with the accuracy rate of 86%.   

We are aiming at encouraging of future work and looking forward. Therefore, in 

future studies these results could be further improved by carrying out other advanced 

AI-based techniques such as deep learning which is a subset of ML and has recently 

shown its potentiality in neuroimaging investigations. Thus, the combination of multi-

approaches like Convolutional Deep Neural Network and SVM using multi-sites MRI 

data like ADNI would significantly enhance the ability of the model in early detection 

of disease. 
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